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Abstract9

The high-pressure melting curves of metals provide simple and useful tests for theories of melting,10

as well as important constraints for the modeling of planetary interiors. Here, we present an11

experimental technique that reveals the latent heat of fusion of a metal sample compressed inside a12

diamond anvil cell. The technique combines microsecond-timescale pulsed electrical heating with an13

internally-heated diamond anvil cell for the first time. Further, we use the technique to measure14

the melting curve of platinum to the highest pressure measured to date. Melting temperature15

increases from ∼ 3000 K at 34 GPa to ∼ 4500 K at 107 GPa, thermodynamic conditions that are16

between the steep and shallow experimental melting curves reported previously. The melting curve17

is a linear function of compression over the 0 to 20% range of compression studied here, allowing18

a good fit to the Kraut-Kennedy empirical model with fit parameter C = 6.0.19
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I. INTRODUCTION20

High-pressure melting curves of simple materials provide a fertile testing ground for theo-21

ries of melting, from simple empirical and semi-empirical models such as the Kraut-Kennedy22

and Lindemann models [1, 2], to atomistic models such as the ab initio Z-method [3]. Knowl-23

edge of high-pressure melting temperatures is also crucial for understanding the evolution24

of planetary cores [4].25

In order to test simple melting theories, accurate data are needed across a range of26

densities. In practice, compression up to 10s of percent has been used [5]. To achieve this27

for the relatively incompressible transition metals, pressures of ∼ 50 to 100 GPa (0.5 to 128

megabar) are required. Recent publications have reported melting curves to pressures above29

50 GPa for transition metals including V [6], Nb [7], Fe [8], Mo [9], Ti [10], Zr [11], Pt [12],30

and Ta [13]. Unfortunately, the accuracy of melting data is uncertain for several of the most-31

studied metals at pressures above 20 GPa, as evidenced by discrepancies among studies of32

Fe [8], Ta [13], Mo [9], and Pt [12]. For platinum, the experimental melting temperatures33

reported in Refs. 12 and 14 are systematically higher than those in Refs. 15–17, resulting34

in a discrepancy of at least 1000 K at 70 GPa, the pressure corresponding to 15% volume35

compression.36

It may also be possible to test simple analytical models of melting by comparing them to37

ab initio models. For platinum, melting temperature calculations by two different research38

groups using the recently developed ab initio Z-method agree to within 200 K at 10 GPa39

and within 300 K at 120 GPa [3, 12]. The results imply an approximately linear dependence40

of melting temperature (Tm) with respect to pressure (P ), but not with respect to volume41

(V ), indicating a departure from the Kraut-Kennedy model if the error in calculated melting42

temperature is less than 400 K. Note that departures from both the Lindemann and Kraut-43

Kennedy models are common (e.g. [18–20]), and the Lindemann model has been frequently44

criticized for its overly simplistic physical basis (e.g. [20, 21]). Nevertheless, the accuracy of45

Z-method calculations is also uncertain, especially in the absence of “waiting time analyses”46

[22, 23]. For platinum, the Z-method calculation results match the most recently-published47

experimental data [12], but not others [15, 16], underscoring the need for new experimental48

results, and perhaps new experimental methods that are more reproducible across labora-49

tories than the methods currently used.50
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Commonly used melt criteria for diamond cell experiments include visual observation of51

motion, anomalies in temperature vs. laser power, and the onset of diffuse scattering in52

X-ray diffraction. These three techniques account for all the experimental data on platinum53

melting at pressures above 20 GPa [12, 14–17]. The first two criteria are indirectly related54

to melting. When materials melt, they tend to move and to cause anomalous temperature-55

power trends, but neither phenomenon is specific to melting, nor do they necessarily occur56

upon melting [10, 11, 24].57

On the other hand, observation of a step-function increase in diffuse X-ray scattering58

upon increasing temperature would provide strong evidence for melting, because liquids59

generate much stronger diffuse scattering than crystalline solids. In reality, technical chal-60

lenges related to large temperature gradients add substantial ambiguity to the identification61

of the onset of melting by X-ray scattering in laser-heated diamond anvil cells [25]. For the62

case of platinum, Anzellini et al. [12] reports precise X-ray based determination of melting63

temperature up to 30 GPa, but not at higher pressure. The uncertainty in the temperature64

of “liquid” diffraction increases to ±700 K at 49 GPa, and no diffraction from a liquid is65

reported at higher pressures. The thesis of Lo Nigro [17] also reports a melting curve from66

30 to 90 GPa based on X-ray diffraction, but the platinum diffraction data is noisy in Fig.67

3.5 of Lo Nigro [17], likely due to sample preparation methods designed to study the silicate68

sample in which a small amount of platinum is embedded. Few details are given about the69

melt criterion and measurement uncertainties, and the resulting melting curve is ∼ 200 K70

to 1500 K lower than the plateau-based melting data of Anzellini et al. [12].71

To identify melting in a more reproducible way than in previous experiments at pressures72

above 20 GPa, detecting latent heat could be very useful. All melting transitions have latent73

heat, and it is typically much larger than the latent heat of solid-solid transitions [26]. In74

practice, latent heat has been a useful way to identify melting of refractory metals at ambient75

pressure [27], but it has likely never been identified in static compression experiments at76

pressure > 20 GPa. Albeit, in the case of pulsed-laser heating of hydrogen at 100 to 200 GPa,77

anomalies in peak temperature versus laser power have been attributed to the latent heat of78

melting and the latent heat of dissociation of molecular hydrogen [28–30]. Nevertheless, the79

attribution to latent heat is controversial [31, 32], and the method of latent heat detection80

has not been reproduced by any other group, to the best of our knowledge.81

The major experimental challenge in identifying latent heat in high pressure experiments82
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is to deposit heat and measure the sample’s temperature (or a proxy for temperature)83

fast enough and over a large enough sample volume so that little heat is lost to the sur-84

roundings. Using finite element models, Geballe and Jeanloz [24] showed that the heating85

timescale should be ns to µs in order to reveal the latent heat. This timescale results from86

the inevitably small sample size and inevitably poor thermal insulation in diamond cell87

experiments. The models also show that latent heat signatures are larger during internal88

heating than surface heating, suggesting Joule heating of metals is preferable to laser-heating89

of metals. So far, these extreme requirements have limited the detection of latent heat in90

static high pressure experiments to the pressure range below 20 GPa and to devices with91

larger sample volumes than those in diamond anvil cells [18].92

Here, we report a new technique that records melting by revealing the latent heat of93

melting of metals in diamond anvil cells at pressures in the range ∼ 7 GPa to above 10094

GPa, and temperatures in the range ∼ 2200 K to above 4000 K. The technique integrates95

microsecond-timescale pulsed electrical heating with the internally-heated diamond anvil96

cell for the first time, thereby creating the short heating timescale and spatial homogeneity97

needed to reveal latent heat at high pressures. We then use the technique to determine the98

melting curve of platinum up to 107 GPa.99

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS100

A. Sample loading101

For each high-pressure run, we use a five-step procedure to prepare a sample of platinum102

connected to two, three, or four electrical leads and thermally insulated from the diamond103

anvils by a layer of KCl. The result is an internally heated diamond anvil cell similar to104

the one used by Zha et al. [33] to measure the equation of state of platinum up to 80 GPa105

and 1900 K. Details are presented in the Supplemental Methods [34]. Briefly, we first use106

standard methods to align diamond anvils with 100 to 300 µm-diameter culets and to make107

a pre-indented rhenium gasket with an insert made of cubic boron nitride mixed with ND108

353 Epotek epoxy (hereafter referred to as “cBN”). Second, we prepare four outer electrodes109

that extend from the edge of body of the diamond cell to the edge of the diamond’s culet.110

Third, we prepare the inner electrodes by pressing ∼ 10 µm-thick pieces of platinum into111
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the cBN on the culet.112

Fourth, we laser-drill a hole with diameter equal to 40% of the culet’s diameter and fill113

it with several pieces of KCl and platinum. The pieces of platinum and KCl are stacked114

so that when the diamond cell is closed, one central piece of platinum of 5 to 30 µm-width115

is separated from both anvils by 5 to 10 µm-thick KCl layers and electrically connected to116

the four outer electrodes by other pieces of platinum. This central piece is the platinum117

sample that is eventually melted. Fifth, we dry the KCl by inserting the whole diamond118

cell in a vacuum oven for at least 45 minutes at 120◦C followed by an argon-purge. Finally,119

we close the cell, let it cool, and compress to the target starting pressure. Pressure at room120

temperature is measured using the shift of the Raman signal from the strained diamond anvil121

[35]. After heating, pressure is measured again using the Raman edge or by X-ray diffraction122

from the 300 K platinum sample [36]. For each melting run, the reported pressure at room123

temperature, P0, is the average of pressures measured before and after heating.124

A simpler version of the above procedure was used for the sample that generated the125

lowest pressure data presented here. A diamond anvil cell was prepared with 1 mm-diameter126

culets, without a gasket, and with ∼ 100 µm-thick KCl thermal insulation. The relatively127

large sample was made from a 0.5 mm-long segment of 25 µm-diameter platinum wire. Strips128

of gold were cut from 10 µm-thick foil and used as inner electrodes. The pressure before129

heating was less than 0.1 GPa.130

B. Pulsed heating and electrical measurement131

After compressing each platinum sample to high pressure, we connect it to the home-built132

electronics that drive current through the sample and measure current and voltage. First,133

each diamond cell is connected to the electronics, as shown in Fig. 1; see Supplemental134

Methods for details. Second, the capacitor bank is repeatedly discharged by delivery of135

square waves of 3 to 8 µs duration to the gate of the transistor (MOSFET). Third, the power136

of electrical heating pulses is gradually increased by increasing the voltage of the capacitor137

bank, Vbank, until the platinum sample reaches peak temperatures of 1500 to 2000 K, a138

temperature range that is high enough for a CCD camera to visualize the thermal emissions139

from the sample, yet low enough to avoid accidentally melting the sample. The current and140

voltage of each pulse (or set of pulses) is calculated based on an oscilloscope recording of the141
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outputs of two instrumentation-amplifiers (“in-amps”). One in-amp measures the voltage142

difference across the reference resistor, while the other measures the voltage difference across143

the platinum sample.144

C. Thermal emission and X-ray diffraction145

While pulsing electrical power through the high-pressure sample, we measure time-146

resolved thermal emissions, spatially-resolved thermal emission, and X-ray diffraction.147

Time-resolved measurements of thermal emissions are the key to detection of melting and148

freezing temperatures. Spatially-resolved measurements of thermal emission are important149

for estimating the size of the sample that is melted. X-ray diffraction measurements are150

important for determining the crystallographic phase of the material that melts and its151

pressure evolution during heating.152

We use two laboratories to generate the necessary data. The first melting experiment for153

each sample is performed at the Earth and Planets Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution154

for Science, where its thermal emissions spectra are recorded with a streak camera, a device155

that enables measurements with sub-microsecond time-resolution during single-heating-shot156

experiments. Several samples are subsequently melted at GSECARS, Sector 13 of the Ad-157

vanced Photon Source at Argonne National Lab. At GSECARS, atomic structure and158

temperature are monitored by X-ray diffraction and thermal emissions measurements on159

gated intensified detectors, not streak cameras. The detectors are gated to collect X-ray160

and optical photons when the sample reaches its highest temperature, the final 1 µs of the161

heating pulse.162

In each laboratory, the sample is located at the focal position of the optical system. The163

Carnegie system is shown schematically in Fig. 1, and described in detail in McWilliams et164

al. [37]. The GSECARS system is described in Prakapenka et al. [38]. At GSECARS, the165

optical focus is aligned to the X-ray focus. Vbank is increased until the hottest section of the166

platinum sample is identified in an imaging camera set to 1 second exposure and maximum167

gain. Typically, we identify the hotspot by 10 to 100 repetitions of pulsed heating during168

the 1 second exposure. In all cases, a full cross section of the central platinum strip appears169

to heat to a nearly uniform temperature (Fig. S7). We then translate the sample so that170

the hotspot is at the focus of the optical system.171
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At Carnegie, we record thermal emissions on the streak camera (e.g. Fig. 2). The172

measurement’s spectral range is 450 to 860 nm in all experiments but one; a higher resolution173

grating limits the spectral range to 500 to 660 nm for the P0 = 31 GPa data set. The streak174

camera is set to 3 or 10 µs sweep duration for all experiments except for melting the non-175

gasketed sample (P0 = 1 bar), for which sweep duration is 100 µs. We record thermal176

emissions from one side of the sample on the streak camera, and from the other side on a177

CCD camera. An example of thermal emissions data from one heating pulse to temperatures178

> 5000 K at 68 GPa is shown in Fig. 2. Anomalies in thermal emission intensity during179

melting and freezing are easily identified in measurements of intensity versus time.180

At GSECARS, temperatures are determined by fitting Planck functions to thermal emis-181

sions spectra emitted from a rectangular region of the sample that is 6 µm ×20 µm in area.182

This fit assumes greybody emission [39]. The X-ray energy is 37 keV and its beam size is 3183

x 4 µm. X-ray patterns are integrated using the Dioptas software [40]. The resistive heating184

pulse duration is 5 to 15 µs.185

For each starting pressure, P0, we collect data at a range of values of Vbank. Then, we186

change pressure and heat again, if desired. In practice, melting was only documented at187

different pressures for one sample, first during heating from P0 = 78 GPa, then during188

heating from P0 = 60 GPa.189

III. RESULTS190

We report measurements of thermal emissions, voltage, current, and X-ray diffraction191

of platinum compressed and heated to 107 GPa and ∼ 5000 K. We define a “plateau-like”192

region to be one in which a temperature proxy changes anomalously slowly in time, compared193

to rate of change before and after the plateau-like region. The primary temperature proxy194

used in this study is the fourth root of thermal emission intensity, I1/4. (The fourth root is195

motivated by the Stephan-Boltzmann law, Itotal ∝ T 4).196

Our main results are (1) plateau-like regions in I1/4 are reproducible and reversible upon197

cooling, (2) electrical resistance measurements, calorimetric analysis, and X-ray diffraction198

show that the plateau-like regions are caused by latent heats of melting and freezing, and (3)199

melting temperatures increase rapidly from 0 to ∼ 40 GPa, then more gradually to 4490±200

220 K at 107± 9 GPa (Fig. 5).201
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For each of thirty-three heating runs recorded on the streak camera, the melting region is202

identified as a plateau-like interval in I1/4; six runs are shown in Fig. 3b and the remainder203

are shown in Figs. S8-S16. The melting temperature measured during an individual melting204

run is determined by fitting a Planck function to the thermal emissions spectrum collected205

during the melting interval (Fig. 3d; Supplemental Materials section “Temperature fits”).206

The pressure at melting is estimated by adding a heating-induced pressure to the room207

temperature pressure measurement, Pm = P0 + ∆P . The value of ∆P for each melting run208

is estimated from X-ray diffraction measurements at 30 to 60 GPa, assuming the equation of209

state of platinum determined by Matsui et al. [36]. Typically, ∆P = 8±4 GPa (Supplemental210

Materials section “Pressure at melting”).211

This process to determine the temperature and pressure of melting, Tm and Pm, yields212

highly reproducible results. Five melting runs are carried out at Pm = 68 ± 5 GPa while213

measuring one side of the sample. These data are shown in Fig. 3; the other twenty-five214

melting runs are shown in Figs. S8-S16. For each side of each sample, plateau-like intervals215

occur at values of I1/4 within 5% of each other and fitted temperatures are within 160 K216

(±80 K) of each other (Table S1).217

Including data collected from both sides of the sample (left-side and right-side), mea-218

sured melting temperatures are more scattered (within ±190 K for all but one sample;219

within ±250 K for the sample measured with a narrow spectral range). All measured melt-220

ing temperatures for each sample and starting pressure are averaged to determine Tm in221

a way that weights the two sides of the sample equally (Supplemental Materials section222

“Temperature Fits at Melting”). From sample to sample, the phenomenology of these mea-223

surements is reproducible, as shown in the figures of dI1/4/dt vs. T (Figs. 3, S8-S16). The224

reproducibility can also be seen in the plots of dT/dt versus T described in the Discussion225

section.226

Plateau-like regions are also documented upon cooling in twenty-four of the thirty-three227

heating runs in which a sample melted (Fig. 3, S8-S16). We interpret this as freezing. All228

freezing data show hysteresis; the value of I1/4 in the plateau-like region is always slightly229

lower during cooling than during heating. The hysteresis could be caused by kinetics. The230

experimental timescale may be fast relative to growth kinetics for platinum crystallizing231

from a solid-melt interface, or relative to nucleation kinetics for platinum crystallizing at a232

platinum-KCl interface. The hysteresis could also result from increased temperature gradi-233
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ents during cooling, which cause the sample surface to be anomalously cold when the sample234

interior freezes and causes the plateau-like region.235

The values of melting temperature increase monotonically within uncertainties, from 2170236

K at low pressure (our non-gasketed sample) to 4540 K at 107 GPa (Fig. 4a, Table I). The237

slope, dTm/dP , decreases two-fold from ∼ 40 K/GPa at ambient pressure to ∼ 20 K/GPa at238

50 to 100 GPa, but no discontinuities in slope are identified. A fit to the Simon functional239

form, Tm = T0(P/A+ 1)1/C , yields A = 15.1 and C = 2.60, assuming the ambient pressure240

melting temperature, T0 = 2041 K. Our measurements of Tm deviate by up to 300 K from241

the Simon fit, so we summarize them by an error envelope of ±300 K around the Simon242

fit (red shading in Fig. 5).243

Before describing further experimental results, we summarize the key evidence for our244

melting interpretation based on the thermal emissions data alone: plateau-like regions are245

reproducible and reversible, and their temperatures increase monotonically with pressure.246

Moreover, extrapolation of our measurements to ambient pressure agrees with the known247

value of melting temperature, 2041 K, to within our measurement uncertainty (Fig. 5).248

Further evidence that melting and freezing cause the plateau-like regions is provided by249

combined analysis of thermal emissions measurements with electrical and X-ray measure-250

ments. First, electrical resistance typically increases rapidly as a function of temperature251

during the plateau-like interval, as expected upon melting for a metal (Supplemental Mate-252

rials “Electrical resistance across melting”; Table S2).253

Second, X-ray diffraction measurements show diminishing intensity of face centered cubic254

peaks and an increasingly intense diffuse background at temperatures near Tm (Figs. S5,255

S6). This rules out the possibility that the latent heat of a crystal-to-crystal phase transition256

is responsible for the plateau-like regions, at least at the pressures where diffraction was257

measured near melting (35 to 60 GPa). The X-ray measurements are not used to quantify258

melting temperature in this study. For details, see the Discussion, the Supplemental Section259

“X-ray diffraction near melting”, and Figs. S5, S6.260

Third, the amount of electrical energy deposited during the plateau-like interval is similar261

to the anticipated value of latent heat plus heat lost to the surroundings. In the Supplemental262

Materials section “Latent heat of melting”, we present a quantitative analysis of upper263

bounds on latent heat, Lmax, and entropy change across melting, ∆Smax = Lmax/Tm. Briefly,264

we divide the excess Joule heating energy required to overcome the plateau-like region, E, by265
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the volume of sample that melts, V , times the molar density of crystalline Pt at the melting266

pressure and temperature, ρm. Together, Lmax = E/V ρm. Two uncertainties combine to267

make this a conservative upper bound on L: (1) the quantity E is only partially corrected for268

heat loss to the surroundings, and (2) we propagate uncertainty in the measurement of V by269

subtracting the uncertainty dV in order to ensure Lmax is an upper bound. Next, we divide270

by Tm to calculate an upper bound to the entropy of fusion, ∆Smax. At Pm = 34, 68, and 86271

GPa, ∆Smax = 22 to 37 J/mol/K, which is merely 2 to 3-times the ambient pressure value.272

This means that a modest entropy change is sufficient to explain plateau-like anomalies.273

IV. DISCUSSION274

A. Melting curve of platinum275

The melting temperature of platinum increases from 2041 K at ambient pressure to 3300276

K at 40 GPa, in line with the steep slopes documented in Refs. 3, 12, 14, and 41 (Fig. 5).277

Above 50 GPa, however, the slope is much shallower than reported by Anzellini et al. [12]278

and Belonoshko and Rosengren [3]. We find dTm/dP < 25 K/GPa at all pressures from 50279

to 110 GPa. This decreasing slope is expected according to the Kraut-Kennedy empirical280

model, which predicts that Tm depends linearly on volume, not pressure [1]. Indeed, the281

volume dependence of latent-heat based measurements of Tm clearly approximates a line282

that includes the ambient pressure melting point, T0 = 2041 K (Fig. 4b). The Z-method283

calculations could also be fitted to a line that includes ambient pressure melting, but the284

deviation would be ∼ 400 K to 500 K at 12 GPa and 122 GPa. It is possible that Z-method285

calculations which use a “waiting time analysis” would generate lower values of melting286

temperature [22, 23].287

Both the Lindemann and Kraut-Kennedy functions can be used to fit our melting data288

with one free parameter, and the Kraut-Kennedy fit has a lower root mean square deviation.289

Note that the Lindemann model is sometimes used with zero free parameters, using known290

or assumed values of the Gruneisen parameter, γ0, and its pressure dependence, q, as well291

as an assumed value for the Lindemann parameter. Here, we use the formulation of the292

Lindemann model in Anderson and Isaak [42], in which the melting temperature at ambient293

pressure is fixed to its known value. We fix the value of γ0 to 2.7 and allow q to be a fitting294
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parameter, motivated by the fact that three experimental studies find similar values of γ0295

but very different values of q. Matsui et al. [36], Fei et al. [43], and Zha et al. [33] find296

(γ0, q) = (2.70, 1.1), (2.72, 0.5), and (2.75, 0.25 to 0.01), respectively. The Lindemann model297

is [42],298

Tm = T0

(
V

V0

)2/3

exp

(
2γ0
q

(1− (V/V0)
q)

)
(1)299

The Kraut-Kennedy model [1] has one free parameter, C.300

Tm = T0 (1 + C(1− V/V0)) (2)301

Here, V is volume, V0 is the volume at ambient pressure. In both cases, we assume T0 = 2041302

K [44], and the room temperature equation of state determined by Matsui et al. [36]. Note303

that here V refers to values along the melting curve, as in Refs. 2 and 42, unlike in Ref. 1.304

The best fit parameter is q = 1.04 for the Lindemann model and C = 6.0 for the Kraut-305

Kennedy model (Fig. 5). Note that the value q = 1.04 is very close to 1.10, the value found306

in the equation of state study of Matsui et al. [36]. Nevertheless, the root mean square307

deviation of Kraut-Kennedy fit to data is smaller than that of the Lindemann fit (190 K308

compared to 270 K), so we prefer the Kraut-Kennedy fit. Conveniently, the Kraut-Kennedy309

and Simon fits are nearly identical over the pressure range 0 to 120 GPa (Fig. 4). We310

highlight the Kraut-Kennedy fit in this manuscript rather than the Simon fit because it uses311

one free parameter rather than two.312

Despite the agreement of our data to the melting curves of Refs. [3, 12, 14, 41] at313

pressures below 40 GPa, our melting data are discrepant with previous experimental and314

computational results in several ways (Figs. 4-5). In the pressure range from 40 to 80 GPa,315

the range of slopes of our melting curve, 25 to 18 K/GPa, is inconsistent with the 40 K/GPa316

slope reported in Anzellini et al. [12]. We associate the discrepancy to a difference in melt317

detection method. The only experimental constraint with < 1000 K uncertainty for the318

melting curve of Anzellini et al. at pressures above 40 GPa is the saturation in temperature319

as the power of a continuous-wave laser is steadily increased, a phenomenon that is not320

specific to melting. Rather, it can be caused by surface reflectivity changes or movement321

of material within a solid or liquid phase [24]. In the pressure range 50 to 80 GPa, our322

melting temperatures are 300 to 1500 K higher than those reported in Lo Nigro [17] and in323

Kavner and Jeanloz [15], in which melting was determined by X-ray diffraction and visual324
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observation, respectively. In the pressure range 80 to 120 GPa, our melting temperatures325

are 600 to 1000 K lower than those calculated by the Z-method [3, 12].326

Our melting curve is consistent the X-ray diffraction data of Anzellini et al. [12] (Fig.327

4a), and with our own X-ray diffraction data (Supplemental Section “X-ray diffraction near328

melting”), albeit within ∼ 1000 K uncertainties in determination of Tm from most of the329

X-ray diffraction measurements. At 30 GPa, Anzellini et al. reports a narrowly constrained330

melting temperature based on X-ray diffraction, and it agrees with the latent heat melting331

temperatures documented here (Fig. 4). At 50 GPa, Anzellini et al. reports the transition332

from solid to liquid diffraction in the range 3040 K to 5130 K, the low-temperature-end of333

the error bar for solid diffraction to the high-temperature-end of the error bar for liquid334

diffraction. This ±1000 K range spans our latent-heat melting data at 50 ± 10 GPa (Fig.335

4a). At 60 to 100 GPa, Anzellini et al. reports solid X-ray diffraction only, with error bars336

that overlap our melting data in all cases. The X-ray diffraction data from the present study337

are described in detail in Supplmental Section “X-ray diffraction near melting”. Briefly, we338

measured temperature and X-ray diffraction during the pulsed electrical heating of four sam-339

ples during five heating runs to peak temperatures above the quantity (Tm−1000 K), where340

Tm is the melting temperature based on our latent heat criterion. One heating run shows no341

kink in the plot of diffuse scattering intensity versus temperature (Fig. S5o), while the other342

four all show kinks within ±1000 K of Tm (Fig. S5c,f,i,l). Only two of the runs showed kinks343

within ±300 K of the latent heat melting temperature (Fig. S5c,f). In summary, there is344

agreement to within ±1000 K between the latent heat melting temperatures and the X-ray345

diffraction data from this study and from Anzellini et al. [12]. To reduce the uncertainty346

in X-ray determination of melting, it may be important to invent new ways to contain a347

molten sample at pressures above 40 GPa and temperatures above 3000 K for longer times,348

and/or to use more intense X-ray sources.349

B. Reproducibility of electrical heating and latent heat detection350

The shape of the latent heat anomaly in I1/4 versus t is reproducible at all pressures351

from 6.8±6.8 GPa to 106.9±9.3 GPa. Figs. 3 and S8-S16 show thirty plateau-like regions in352

which the quantity dI1/4/dt consistently decreases temporarily before increasing again. But353

rather than rely on ten figures to document the reproducibility of the new melt-identification354
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method, we can further process the data and generate a single, easy-to-read figure.355

We convert intensity, I, to temperature, T , using a two-step process that assumes constant356

emissivity during each heating run. First, we use spectroradiometry, as in the determination357

of Tm described above. Planck functions are fit to thermal emissions spectra averaged over358

a single time-interval, using two free parameters, temperature and emissivity. The time359

interval is the plateau-like melting interval if exists, and the most intense ∼ 1 µs otherwise.360

Second, fixing the fitted value of emissivity, ε, we use pyrometry to determine temperature.361

We numerically solve for the following equation for temperature, T , at each time, t:362 ∫ λ2

λ1

ε× Planck(T, λ)dλ =

∫ λ2

λ1

Isam(λ, t)dλ (3)363

Here, “Planck” is the Planck function for blackbody radiation, λ1 = 450 nm, and λ2 =364

860 nm for all data sets except the data set with Pm = 39 GPa, for which λ1 = 500 and λ2 =365

660 nm. The measured intensity, Isam, is corrected for optics and camera efficiency by the366

usual calibration with a standard tungsten lamp.367

The temperature evolution is shown in Fig. 6a for nine heating runs starting at P0 =368

60 GPa. The temperature-time function has been filtered through to a second-order369

Savitzky-Golay filter with the same timescale, τ used in plots of I1/4 vs. t. Then tem-370

perature is differentiated with respect to time, and a second, identical Savitzky-Golay filter371

is used to reduce the noise in dT/dt. The resulting values of dT/dt versus T are plotted in372

Fig. 6b for the melting data at P0 = 60 GPa (Pm = 68 GPa), and truncated to show only373

the melting region in Fig. 7 for all thirty-three melting runs at Pm = 7 to 107 GPa.374

Fig. 7 shows the signature of melting in all data used to generate the melting curve of375

platinum to 107 GPa. Latent heat absorption manifests as clear dips in the plots of dT/dt376

versus T . Moreover, the dips in dT/dt are transient in all cases; temperature increases377

again after latent heat is absorbed. The variation in temperature of dT/dt minima in378

Figs. 6 and 7 seems to be caused by the uncertainty in Planck fits. If instead of using a379

two parameter Planck fit, we fix the value of emissivity for several streak camera images380

collected from one side of one sample, we find much less variation. An example is shown381

in Fig. 8. By fixing emissivity to the 0.58, the mean of emissivities fitted using two-382

parameter Planck fits, dT/dt minima range from 4140 to 4180 K, which is seven times less383

variation than the range of dT/dt minima found when emissivity is allowed to vary from384

image to image (4020 to 4290 K). In other words, the precision of our measurement of385
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plateaus in I1/4 propagates to ±20 K uncertainty in temperature, but the precision of the386

temperature measurement itself is only ±140 K since it is affected by uncertainties in I1/4387

and emissivity. The reproducibility of measurement of plateau temperature from side to388

side and sample to sample is ±300, suggesting this is the accuracy of the melting curve.389

The latent heat plateaus documented in this study are different than plateaus docu-390

mented in studies that use continuous laser heating. First, the observation interpreted as391

a melting “plateau” in temperature versus laser power rarely show temperatures increasing392

again after the plateau region [8, 11, 45–51]. Second, some studies show that the shape of the393

temperature-laser power anomaly is not reproducible, with sample temperature increasing394

after a plateau during some heating runs and decreasing after a plateau in other heating runs395

[46]. This variability can be caused by changes in the sample surface, which causes changes396

in the efficiency of laser-absorption [24]. Whereas the properties of a metal’s surface can397

change at temperatures below or above the melting temperatures and can result in more or398

less absorption, the latent heat of melting is only absorbed upon melting and only released399

upon freezing. This may crucial be to the reproduciblity of the plateau-like anomalies in the400

data presented here.401

The relatively high reproducibility of heating platinum to a liquid state may be useful for402

future studies, since containing a liquid in a diamond cell is a major technical challenge. In403

some cases, pulsed resistively heated samples can be repeatedly heated to well above their404

melting points. The two most outstanding heating runs were performed on one sample at405

Pm = 51 GPa, and one sample at Pm = 71 and 86 GPa. The former was melted several406

hundred times while monitoring X-ray diffraction and electrical resistance. The latter was407

reproducibly melted nine times, reaching more than 1000 K above the melting temperature408

during one pulse. In both cases, the stress state inside the gasket hole was relatively isotropic,409

as evidenced by the lack of increasing hole diameter upon compression at room temperature410

prior to the melting experiment. By contrast, in cases where the gasket hole visibly expanded411

during compression, which suggests significant axial stress, the melted segment of the sample412

seemed to narrow. This narrowing caused the peak temperature to increase when repeatedly413

heating with a constant driving voltage, Vbank.414

For several samples, resistivity increases during melting provide a second indication of415

melting, and can be identified at every melting repetition using an oscilloscope. This melt416

identification technique could be used in an automated feedback loop to reproducibly heat417
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a sample to slightly above its melting temperature. In fact, a manual feedback-loop was418

employed during some of the X-ray diffraction measurements. We manually adjusted Vbank419

during sequences of 1000 melting shots so that the onset of melting, as observed by a kink420

in 4 point probe voltage, occurred ∼ 2 µs before the end of the heating pulse.421

C. Latent heat versus other sources of anomalous temperature change422

This is likely the first time that latent heats have been detected in static compression423

experiments at pressures > 20 GPa, despite several claims of latent heat detection in di-424

amond cells. Most previous studies have suffered from slow heating timescales (� µs for425

diamond-cell-sized samples), which causes thermal conduction out of the sample to dominate426

the temperature evolution.427

Five alternative explanations for the plateau-like regions are possible, but unlikely.428

First, the plateau-like regions could be caused by a solid-solid phase transition to a high-429

temperature solid with entropy nearly as high as that of liquid platinum. In this scenario,430

the latent heat of melting would be dwarfed by the latent heat of the solid-solid transi-431

tion, obscuring the melting plateau while highlighting the solid-solid plateau. Two pieces432

of evidence make this unlikely. First, such a solid is not predicted for platinum at high433

pressure, and not observed for any elemental metal at ambient pressure. Even solid Fe434

and Ti, whose entropies increase substantially upon solid-solid transitions above 1000 K,435

still maintain entropies that are significantly smaller than their liquids [26]. Second, the436

X-ray diffraction data at 35 to 55 GPa reveal no crystalline peaks besides fcc platinum, even437

when the temperature of the heated region of the sample exceeds the temperature of the438

plateau-like region.439

A second alternative explanation is that the latent heat of fusion of KCl causes the440

plateau-like regions. This scenario would require very large values for thermal conductivity441

of KCl so that the sample’s surface temperature evolution is significantly affected by heat442

absorption in KCl. In reality, we expect the sample’s surface temperature to be much more443

strongly affected by the highly conductive platinum than the low thermal conductivity KCl444

in part because of the contrast in thermal conductivities and in part because Joule heat445

is deposited in the platinum only. Still, thermal modeling would be required to quantify446

possible effects of the latent heat of KCl on the temperature evolution of the platinum447
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surface.448

Third, an approximately 10-fold increase in thermal conductivity of the KCl medium449

would decrease the slope of temperature versus time, as modeled in Fig. 7 of Geballe450

and Jeanloz [24]. However, the decrease would be maintained at all temperatures above the451

transition temperature. To reproduce the plateau-like observations, a sequence of transitions452

would be required in which the thermal conductivity of KCl increased ∼ 10-fold and then453

decreased ∼ 10-fold. This sequence would be unprecedented for an alkali halide at any454

pressure, to the best of our knowledge.455

A fourth alternative explanation is that platinum transitions to a low resistivity phase at456

high temperature, causing a plateau in Joule heating power. This would lead to a plateau-457

like region in the same way that reflectivity increases have been shown to cause plateau-like458

regions in models of pulsed laser heating [24, 31, 32]. However, we infer the opposite from459

our electrical data: resistance increases with temperature by 3 to 10% in the plateau-like460

region for several of the samples (Table S2), and no decrease in resistance with increasing461

temperature is detected for any sample.462

A fifth possibility is that a near-melting phenomenon, such as fast recrystallization, sur-463

face premelting, or bulk premelting, causes the plateau-like regions. Fast recrystallization of464

several metals has been detected at temperatures that are 100s of K below melting in dia-465

mond cells, using sequences of ∼ 1 second X-ray diffraction images (e.g. Refs. [10, 11, 52]).466

However, recrystallization at the ∼ 1 second timescale would not affect our microsecond-467

timescale melting experiments. Premelting would introduce anomalously high specific heat468

at temperatures below melting, biasing the temperature measurement of the plateau-like469

region to lower values. However, we do not know of any prediction of bulk pre-melting470

for platinum. If premelting were restricted to surface (i.e. less than a few nanometers),471

we would expect a very small downward shift in the temperature of the plateau-like region472

since the heat capacity of the sample’s interior has a much larger effect than the surface473

heat capacity on temperature evolution at our heating timescale; a 1 µs timescale yields a474

thermal diffusion lengthscale of
√
Dτ = 7 µm at ∼ 50 GPa and 2000 K, assuming thermal475

conductivity from McWilliams et al. [37], the equation of state from Matsui et al. [36], and476

a heat capacity of three times the gas constant.477
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V. CONCLUSIONS478

Using the new method, detection of melting and freezing by latent heat is reproducible and479

reversible. Plateaus-like regions in thermal emission intensity versus time are reproducible480

to ±5% intensity, which is equivalent to ±20 K. Planck fits to determine temperature are481

reproducible to ±140 K. Reproducibility is ±190 K among both surfaces of all samples,482

excluding the one sample measured with a narrow spectral range. Moreover, the shape of483

plateau-like anomalies in I1/4 versus time is reproducible for both surfaces of all samples at484

all pressures. These successes suggest that the new technique is an excellent candidate for485

further studies of melting and freezing experiments on a wide range of metals at megabar486

pressures and temperatures to at least 5000 K.487

The melting curve of platinum measured by the latent heat method is steeply sloped from488

ambient pressure to ∼ 40 GPa. At higher pressure the slope, dTm/dP , decreases smoothly489

to ∼ 15 K/GPa at 100 GPa, departing from the results of ab initio Z-method calculations490

published so far. As a function of compression, on the other hand, melting temperature491

increases linearly over the 0 to 20% range of compression studied here, allowing a good fit492

to the Kraut-Kennedy empirical model with fit parameter C = 6.0.493
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Pm (GPa) Tm (K)

6.8± 6.8 2160± 20

34± 4.2 3000± 140

39± 4.3 3430± 250

51± 4.5 3890± 70

57± 4.7 3710± 120

68± 5 4060± 140

71± 5.1 3810± 190

85.9± 5.6 4260± 30

106.9± 9.3 4480± 170

TABLE I. Melting points
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FIG. 1. Schematic of electrical path (black), optical paths (red) and diamond anvils (blue) at the

Carnegie Institution for Science. A regulated DC power supply charges a capacitor bank (Cbank:

470 µF, 70 V electrolytic). When triggered by the Delay generator (SRS DG645), the MOSFET

(FQP30N06L) allows current to flow through a reference resistor (Rref = 0.29 Ω), and the platinum

sample that is compressed between diamond anvils. The snubber capacitor (Csnub: 16 µF, 100 V

electrolytic) limits current oscillations. The circuitry for measuring current and four-point-probe

voltage are shown in thin black lines. The voltage dividers, Vdiv, reduce input voltage to within

the 15 V range of the in-amp (AD842). Each divider is made of two resistors with typical values

of 1 kΩ and 10 kΩ. The in-amp is operated with no gain, referenced to ground, and connected

through output resistors (Rout: 105 Ω) to the oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 3034). A simplified

optical path is shown here; see McWilliams et al. [37] for elaboration. During each heating pulse,

one flipper mirror (FM) diverts light from the left or right side of the diamond cell to a CCD camera

(Point Grey Grasshopper3 Color) for 2-dimensional imaging of thermal emissions. The other flipper

mirror (FM) does not divert the light, allowing it to pass into a confocal filtering system, then

into a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton SP2300) and streak camera (Sydor ROSS 1000)

for time-resolved measurements of thermal emissions. Solid red lines show the path of light in

one configuration; dashed lines show the alternative configuration. Ovals represent lenses, line

segments at 45◦ represent mirrors, and broken line segments represent pinholes.
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FIG. 2. Streak camera image of platinum heated from T = 300 K at P = 60±3 GPa to T > 5000 K.

(a) Raw data. (b) Intensity averaged over the wavelength-dimension. Annotations mark regions

interpreted to be melting, freezing, and heating and cooling of solid and liquid platinum.
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FIG. 3. Time-resolved thermal emissions of the left-side of the platinum sample heated from 300 K

at 60± 3 GPa to past its melting point at 4060± 140 K at 68± 5.0 GPa. Each warm color (yellow

to red to black) represents a set of n heating pulses driven by the voltage that is listed in the

legend (Vbank). Blue and cyan markings indicate melting and freezing. (a) Average counts on the

streak camera CCD. (b) Fourth-root of average counts per microsecond, a proxy for temperature.

Noisy grey curves show un-smoothed data, I1/4, while colored curves show smoothed data, I
1/4
s .

(c) Time-derivatives, dI
1/4
s
dt (grey), and smoothed time derivatives, dI

1/4
s
dt s

(colors). The smoothing

function is a second order Savitzky-Golay filter with timescale τ = 0.4 µs for both I
1/4
s and dI

1/4
s
dt s

.

The minima during heating (blue circles) and maxima during cooling (cyan circles), are interpreted

as melting and freezing. The corresponding times, tmelt± τ/2 and tfreeze± τ/2, are marked in blue

and cyan in (a), and used for the temperature fits in (d) and (e). (d, e) Planck fits (blue and

cyan) to thermal emissions spectra during melting and freezing. Planck fit parameters listed in

the legend are melting temperature and emissivity (Tm and εm), and freezing temperature and

emissivity (Tf and εf ). Spectra have been filtered to improve the clarity of the figures using a

second order Savitzky-Golay filter with wavelength scale dλ = 20 nm. Planck fits are performed

without filtering the spectra.
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FIG. 4. Melting temperature of platinum as a function of (a) pressure and (b) compression.

Experimental data from this study (red circles) are compared to experimental and computational

data from Anzellini et al. [12], Mitra et al. [41], and Arblaster et al. [44]. X-ray diffraction-based

identification of solid platinum and of liquid platinum from Anzellini et al. (small grey triangles and

large black triangles, respectively) are consistent with our melting data, within the uncertainties.

Observations of plateaus in temperature versus laser power (green diamonds) and calculations by

the Z-method (blue squares) from Anzellini et al. are consistent with our melting temperatures at

pressures up to 40 GPa, but inconsistent at pressures above 60 GPa. Solid curves are Simon fits

to the data of this study (red) and to the Z-method calculations of Anzellini et al. (blue). Kraut-

Kennedy and Lindemann fits to the data of this study are shown by dotted red and dash-dotted

red curves, respectively.
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FIG. 5. High pressure melting curve of platinum. Melting data of this study (red crosses), the

Simon fit to the data (solid red), and an error envelope of ±300 K at pressures above 30 GPa

(red shading). Past experimental studies are summarized by error envelopes: Anzellini et al. [12]

(green), Errandonea [14] (magenta), Kavner and Jeanloz [15] (grey), Patel and Sunder [16] (cyan).

Theoretical results are shown in solid curves: Belonoshko and Rosengren [3] (magenta), Anzellini

et al. [12] (blue), Jeong and Chang [53] (grey), and Liu et al. [54] (cyan).
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FIG. 6. Temperature evolution of platinum heated from room temperature at 60± 3 GPa during

the same nine sets of heating runs shown in Fig. 3. Emissivity is fitted to emissions spectra from

a narrow region of each curve. (a) Temperature, T , versus time, t. (b) Heating and cooling rates,

dT/dt, versus T .
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FIG. 7. Signature of latent heat absorption during all melting runs documented in this study.

The rate of temperature change, dT/dt, is plotted against temperature, T (grey curves). The dip

in each curve is caused by the latent heat of melting. Values of dT/dt are scaled and offset so

that each cluster of curves reflects all the melting data generated by heating from a single starting

pressure.
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FIG. 8. Temperature evolution of platinum heated from room temperature at 60±3 GPa, assuming

a fixed emissivity of 0.58. The data are from the same nine sets of heating runs shown in Figs. 3,

6. (a) Temperature, T , versus time, t. (b) Heating and cooling rates, dT/dt, versus T .
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